
Competitive Gaming
Winter 2020 with Josh Bycer @ Game-Wisdom

Intro and History: Competitive gaming

The year of the first gaming tournament was _______.

Ranking was individual, based on ________. 

_____________ introduced player vs. player tournaments.

_____________ became the eSport epicenter in the late 90’s.
                                   
                                    Gaming tournaments: (begins at 18 minutes)

META Arena with multiple players online. 

MOBA 2020 1st place prize for Fortnight competition.

$2.5 Mil Updates to games that prevent dominant winning strategies.

$3 Mil Ranking system to pair competitors. 

EVO 2019 1st place prize for League of Legends competition.

ELO Biggest competitive fighting tournament
   

Player Tips: (begins at 30 minutes)

List 2 non-player gaming professions:

How many daily hours of play for professional gamers? 

In which year will eSports be an Olympic event? 

How can you monetize play without joining tournaments? 

Follow-up questions? Contact Scott at Jefferson County Library, or visit game-wisdom.com

Unscramble some top competitive games (some have more than one word)! 
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Competitive Gaming
Winter 2020 with Josh Bycer @ Game-Wisdom

Intro and History: Competitive gaming... 

...the year of the first gaming tournament was 1972.

...ranking was individual, based on Score. 

...Street Fighter II introduced player vs. player tournaments.

...South Korea became the eSport epicenter in the late 90’s.
                                   
                                    Gaming tournaments: (begins at 18 minutes)

META Updates to games that prevent dominant winning strategies.

MOBA Arena with multiple players online. 

$2.5 Mil 2019 1st place prize for League of Legends competition.

$3 Mil 2020 1st place prize for Fortnight competition.

EVO Biggest competitive fighting tournament

ELO Ranking system to pair competitors. 

   Player Tips: (begins at 30 minutes)

List 2 non-player gaming professions:
Commentator, journalist, game designer, organizer

How many daily hours of play for professional gamers?
8-10

In which year will eSports be an Olympic event? 
2020

How can you monetize play without joining tournaments?
Gain a following on Youtube or Twitch 

Follow-up questions? Contact Scott at Jefferson County Library, or visit game-wisdom.com

Unscramble some top competitive games! 

  fortnite league of legends counter strike street fighter 


